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To obtain the first formula, apply (8.14.2) to the function g(Z,) =f(x -f £0
in the interval [0, 1]; by (8.12.10), g is p times continuously differentiate,
and it is immediately seen by induction on k that #(fc)(£) =f(k\x + £0 • t(k\
using (8.4.1) and (8.1.3). To get the second formula, observe that by
continuity of f(p\ r can be chosen such that ||/(p)(.x + CO -/Cp)<X)ll <P^
for 0<£<1 and ||f||<r. Then the mean value theorem (8.7.7) yields
(jp — 1)!	p\
and the conclusion follows from (5.5.7).
PROBLEMS
1.   The nth Legendre polynomial is defined by
pn(f)=~
 (a)	Show that up to a positive factor, Pn is the nth term in the sequence obtained
by orthonormalization in the prehilbert space #C(I), with I~ [— 1, +1], from the
sequence ((") (Section 6.6). (To prove that the scalar product of Pn(0 and of the tm with
m<n isO, use (8.14.1)).
 (b)	Show that PB(1) = 1, PB(- 1) = (- 1)" (use (8.13.2)).
 (c)	Show that between three consecutive Legendre polynomials there is the following
recursive relation
/iPB(0 - (2/i - l)/PB-i(/) + (n - l)PB-2(f) = 0.
(Observe that if cn is chosen such that Pw(0 — cntPn,i(t) has degree =^ n— 1, it is
orthogonal to the tk with k < n — 3, hence must be a linear combination of Pn_2 and
PB-i; use also (b).)
 (d)	Show that all the roots of Pn are real and simple and in ]— 1, 1[ (if PB changed
sign at k ^ n — I  points only in ]—!,![, there would be a polynomial &(t) =
(t — ti)'-(t—tk) such that Pn(t)g(t) ^ 0 for — 1 ^ t =s$ 1 ; show that this leads to a
contradiction with the fact that Pn(r) is orthogonal to th for h < n).
 (e)	Show that PB satisfies the differential equation
-f n(n + l)Pn(0 = 0
(show that D((l - ^2)P^(0) is orthogonal to tk for k < n).
2, (a) Let /be a real k times continuously differentiate function defined in an interval
I c R of length a, and suppose that in I, \fw(t)\ ^ c> 0. Show, by induction on /?,
that for 0 < p ^ k, there exists an interval lp <= I of length a/4p such that in lp the
inequality |/(fc~p)(/)| ^ cap/4p holds.
(b)   Let /be a real k times continuously differentiable function defined in an interval
I <= R of length a, and, for 0 ^ p ^ k, let Mp = sup |/<p)(r)|. Show that
(use (a)).

